2-DRAWER MIXED BANKNOTE VALUE COUNTER DP-8120

The new DP-8120 mixed banknote sorter introduces a new system to process banknotes, saving time and improving productivity in
environments where large amounts of money are handled, such as banks, security transport companies, supermarkets, etc. The device
can manage mixed denominations up to the speed of 1,500 banknotes per minute, providing on the display, even for the USD currency,
a report complete with: number of pieces counted and verified correctly, value of each denomination and total value. The innovative twodrawer collection system allows you to:
• Select, by inserting a bundle of mixed banknotes, all the banknotes of a single denomination. All the others flow into the “reject”
drawer, without interrupting the count.
• Test and orient the banknotes of a single denomination
• Count and check a large number of banknotes without any interruptions in the case of banknotes considered suspicious: the
banknotes counted and checked correctly flow into the first drawer; those not recognized or suspected of being false are diverted to the
“reject” drawer, without any interruption of the process when a banknote is deemed suspicious.
By selecting the SERIAL function, the serial number of the banknotes is shown on the display.
Technical specifications
Fake Verification Methods
Batch setup
Detectable errors
Net weight
Dimensions
Counting speed
Functions
Currencies
Loading capacity
Reject drawer capacity
Collection capacity
Data transfer and updating
Display
Power / Consumption
Room temperature
Humidity
Noisiness
Interface (optional)

2 CIS,UV, MGD, MT, IR
Free count or from 5 to 199 with keypad
Chained banknote, half, jam
9 KG
247mm x 26mm x 260 mm
800/1.200/1.500
Mixed or single denomination billing
Free count / Face / Orientation
EURO, GBP, CHF, USD
500 banknotes
100 banknotes
200 banknotes
By card SD
128x64 LCD
230v, 50Hz / <60 W
0～40℃
20～85%
Not more than _60dB
RS-232,USB,SD CARD, RJ45 LAN
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